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Background: Cognitive impairment still occurs in a substantial
subset of HIV-infected patients, despite effective viral suppression
with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). Structural brain
changes may provide clues about the underlying pathophysiology.
This study provides a detailed spatial characterization of the pattern
and extent of brain volume changes associated with HIV and relates
these brain measures to cognitive ability and clinical variables.

Methods: Multiple novel neuroimaging techniques (deformation-
based morphometry, voxel-based morphometry, and cortical model-
ing) were used to assess regional brain volumes in 125 HIV-infected
patients and 62 HIV-uninfected individuals. Ninety percent of the
HIV-infected patients were on stable HAART with most of them
(75%) having plasma viral suppression. Brain volumetrics and
cortical thickness estimates were compared between the HIV-
infected and uninfected groups, and the relationships between these
measures of brain volume and indices of current and past infection
severity, central nervous system penetration of HAART, and
cognitive performance were assessed.

Results: Regionally specific patterns of reduced thalamic and
brainstem volumes and reduced cortical thickness in the orbitofrontal
cortex, cingulate gyrus, primary motor and sensory cortex, temporal,
and frontal lobes were seen in HIV-infected patients compared to
HIV-uninfected participants. Observed white matter loss and sub-
cortical atrophy were associated with lower nadir CD4 cell counts,

while reduction in cortical thickness was related to worse
cognitive performance.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that distinct mechanisms may
underlie cortical and subcortical injury in people with HIV and
argues for the potential importance of early initiation of HAART to
protect long-term brain health.
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INTRODUCTION
The introduction of highly active antiretroviral therapy

(HAART) has successfully shifted HIV from a terminal
illness to a manageable chronic condition. However, the
prevalence of mild-to-moderate cognitive impairment due to
HIV has not declined, with up to 40% of HIV-infected
patients affected despite effective viral suppression
and minimal comorbidities.1 The underlying pathogenesis
of brain dysfunction remains unclear with several proposed
mechanisms, including: permanent damage before HAART
initiation, ongoing brain injury from low level viral replica-
tion and immune activation despite effective viral control,
presence of comorbid neurological or psychiatric conditions,
and HAART neurotoxicity.2

Neuroimaging studies in the HAART era have reported
brain volume loss in various cortical and subcortical
regions.3,4 Despite a growing body of studies, the patterns
and spatial distribution of brain injury remain unclear.5 For
example, increased putamen volume was detected in HIV-
infected individuals compared with an age- and education-
matched HIV-uninfected group,6 whereas other studies have
reported decreased putamen volume.7,8 Likewise, there is no
clear consensus on the existence or extent of cortical effects in
HIV, with some studies reporting significant cortical atro-
phy,9–11 although others have detected no cortical differ-
ences.12,13 These inconsistencies could reflect heterogeneity
of both HIV-infected (ie, degree of infection and impairment
severity) and HIV-uninfected (ie, poorly matched controls)
groups across studies, variations in the methods used to
estimate brain volumes, and/or differences in the brain
regions investigated. Much of this work has involved small
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samples, often necessitating region of interest designs that
constrain their anatomical scope.

This study aimed to provide a detailed spatial charac-
terization of the pattern and extent of brain volume changes in
a cohort of HIV-infected patients and a demographically
matched HIV-uninfected group. Multiple novel neuroimaging
methods with complementary strengths [deformation-based
morphometry (DBM), voxel-based morphometry (VBM), and
cortical modeling] were applied to this large sample to assess
the relationship between regionally specific brain volume
estimates and HIV status, measures of current and past
infection severity, treatment effects, and cognitive function.

METHODS

Subjects
HIV-infected participants were recruited from the infec-

tious disease clinic at Washington University in St. Louis,
whereas HIV-uninfected participants with similar sociodemo-
graphic factors were recruited from the local community by
leaflets. All participants provided written consent approved by
the Washington University in St. Louis Institutional Review
Board. Participants were excluded from the study if they had
a history of confounding neurological disorders including
epilepsy, dementia or stroke, current or past opportunistic
central nervous system infection, traumatic brain injury (loss of
consciousness .30 minutes), major psychiatric disorders
including schizophrenia, depression, bipolar disorder or obses-
sive compulsive disorder, or active substance abuse and
dependence diagnosis according to Diagnostic and Statistics
Manual of Mental Disorders fourth edition criteria. Individuals
with past substance use were not excluded. All participants
who met these criteria, had laboratory evaluations (current
plasma CD4 cell count and viral load), and completed
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and neuropsychological
tests were included in the analysis. This yielded a total of 133
HIV-infected and 66 HIV-uninfected participants. For all HIV-
infected patients receiving HAART, a central nervous system
penetration effectiveness (CPE) score was generated based on
previous methods.14

Neuropsychological Evaluation
Ninety-eight HIV-infected and 47 HIV-uninfected par-

ticipants completed an extensive neuropsychological assess-
ment: Timed Gait, Grooved Pegboard (dominant and
nondominant), Hopkins Verbal Learning Test Revised, Trail-
Making Tests A/B, Digit-Symbol, Stroop Colour and Words,
Stroop Interference, Letter Number Sequencing, and Verbal
Fluency. An additional 35 HIV-infected and 19 HIV-uninfected
participants completed a briefer neuropsychological assessment
(because of logistical reasons): Trail-Making Tests A/B,
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test Revised, and Digit-Symbol.
Two approaches were taken to summarize overall test perfor-
mance. The conventional method generates Z-scores from each
test using demographic (age, sex, ethnicity, and education)
adjusted normative means.15 Z-scores from 4 tests available in
the whole sample (Trail-Making Tests A/B, Hopkins Verbal

Learning Test Revised, and Digit-Symbol) were averaged to
generate a summary Z-score (NPZ-4). However, the NPZ-4 has
limitations: the available norms may not be appropriate for all
individuals studied and averaging can reduce informative
variance, posing potential difficulties in its use for statistical
analysis.16 An alternative approach, Rasch analysis, uses item
response theory to determine the extent to which a set of items
(ie, neuropsychological tests) and responses to those items
reflect a single latent construct (ie, cognitive ability).16 Rasch
analysis arranges items and participant responses on the same
scale (logits) such that items that most participants pass are
considered easy items and participants who fail to pass them are
considered to have less cognitive ability. Similarly, items that
few participants pass are harder items, and participants who
pass them have more cognitive ability.16 The result is an
estimate of each person’s cognitive ability that can be treated as
a continuous ruler-like measure, and it does not require
demographic norms. This approach also accommodates missing
data, allowing them to be applied on all available neuro-
psychological test scores for this sample (Supplemental Digital
Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A969). Since the Rasch
approach generates a continuous ruler-like measure of cognitive
ability, it is more suitable for parametric statistical testing and
was therefore used to test brain structure–function
relationships.16

MRI Acquisition and Analyses
All participants underwent contemporaneous MRI

using the same 3-T Siemens Tim TRIO whole-body magnetic
resonance scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) with
a 12-channel transmit/receive head coil. The scanning pro-
tocol included a T1-weighted three-dimensional magnetiza-
tion-prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo sequence
(repetition time/echo time/inversion time = 2400/3.16/1000
milliseconds, flip angle = 8 degrees, and voxel size = 1 mm3)
and a T2-weighted Fast Spin Echo sequence (repetition time/
echo time = 3200/460 milliseconds, flip angle = 120 degrees,
and voxel size = 1 mm3). The same scanning protocol was
used for all participants. All acquired MRI were visually
inspected at the scanner with an additional scan performed if
significant movement or artifact was observed.

Preprocessing of all scans included denoising with
optimized nonlocal means filtering,17 correction for intensity
inhomogeneity,18 brain masking,19 and linear intensity scaling
using histogram matching to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI)152 average brain template. The resulting
images were linearly registered to the MNI152 template using
a nine-parameter affine transform to correct for variations in
head size, position, and orientation.20 Following these prepro-
cessing steps, all MRI data were carefully inspected for
significant structural brain abnormalities, white matter (WM)
hyperintensities from the T2-weighted images, and unaccept-
able image processing outcomes. This resulted in the removal
of 8 HIV-infected and 4 HIV-uninfected participants from
subsequent analysis, yielding a final total of 125 HIV-infected
and 62 HIV-uninfected participants. After visual quality
control, the T1-weighted data for all participants were available
for VBM, DBM, and cortical modeling as described below.
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The use of VBM, DBM, and cortical modeling is
advantageous because they provide complementary informa-
tion about brain volumes, that is, VBM and DBM are better
suited to detect subcortical changes associated with tissue
densities and anatomical size (ie, volume), respectively,
although cortical modeling can capture subtle cortical thick-
ness changes. Combining these methods maximizes brain
volume information; so, regionally specific brain changes can
be optimally detected in cortical and subcortical regions.

Voxel-Based Morphometry
VBM identifies local tissue density changes in the gray

matter (GM), WM, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) space.21 The
preprocessed T1-weighted data were spatially normalized to the
MNI152 space. An artificial neural network classifier catego-
rized each voxel into 1 of 3 classes: GM, WM, and CSF.22

Each tissue map was smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian
kernel of 8-mm full width half maximum. The resulting maps
are considered to reflect local tissue densities.21

Deformation-Based Morphometry
VBM enables one to identify the location of a morpho-

logical difference between groups, but it can be difficult to
interpret the underlying cause of the difference (ie, could be due
to a change in tissue density or volume). DBM complements
VBM because it estimates a surrogate of local brain volume
relative to the MNI152 template, which allows for the
underlying cause of difference to be interpreted.23 It consists
of spatially transforming each MRI nonlinearly to the MNI152
template and provides a deformation field.24 To characterize
volumetric growth and shrinkage, the voxelwise Jacobian
determinant of the deformation field was computed.23

Cortical Modeling
Both VBM and DBM are dependent on automated

nonlinear registration procedures to map each voxel of an
individual’s MRI to its corresponding location on an atlas brain.
This procedure can sometimes fail when applied to the cortex
because of wider interindividual variability in cortical morphol-
ogy, reducing its effectiveness in detecting cortical volume
differences. To overcome this limitation, cortical modeling
provides a direct quantitative index of cortical thickness useful
for detecting subtle cortical thickness differences.25 Fast
Accurate Cortical Extraction was used to extract the cortical
surface and measure the cortical thickness by deforming
polygonal meshes to fit the gray matter–white matter and pial
surface boundaries.26 Thickness estimates were mapped to the
MNI152 average cortical template using nonlinear surface
registration tools that are more effective than existing registra-
tion tools used for VBM and DBM.27 This was followed by
blurring each thickness map with a 20-mm surface-based kernel.

Statistical Analyses
Voxelwise general linear models were used to compare

whole-brain maps for Jacobian determinants, tissue densities,

and cortical thickness estimates between the HIV-infected
and HIV-uninfected group. In addition, a series of general
linear models were used to examine the relationship between
brain maps and the following HIV-related factors within the
HIV-infected group: nadir CD4, current CD4, current plasma
viral load, viral suppression status (detectable versus unde-
tectable), CPE score, treatment status (treated versus
untreated), and cognitive function as summarized by Rasch
analysis. For each model, age, sex, ethnicity, and education
were included as covariates to account for variance in brain
volumes (overview of model found in Supplemental Digital
Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A969). All models con-
trolled for multiple comparisons by using the standard false
discovery rate with a false-positive rate of 5%.28 False
discovery rate accounts for multiple comparisons by control-
ling the number of false positives. It is applied to the
uncorrected whole-brain statistical maps, where surviving
voxels are considered to be statistically significant. A false-
positive rate of 5% implies that no more than 5% of all
surviving voxels are false positives.

RESULTS

Demographics
Table 1 summarizes cohort demographics, neuropsy-

chological performance, and clinical characteristics. Most of
the (75%) of HIV-infected patients had effective viral
suppression (,50 copies/mL), and 90% patients were
currently receiving stable HAART. Although the 2 groups
were demographically similar, HIV-infected patients per-
formed significantly worse than HIV-uninfected subjects on
neuropsychological testing, whether summarized by NPZ-4
or Rasch scoring (P , 0.001).

Neuropsychological Performance
VBM and DBM analysis revealed that poorer neuro-

psychological performance in the HIV-infected group, as
quantified by Rasch analysis, was strongly correlated with
larger lateral ventricle volume (P , 0.04). Cortical modeling
also revealed a strong relationship between poorer neuro-
psychological performance and cortical thickness reductions
in the left lateral temporal pole, left inferior occipital, right
lateral occipital, and right inferior lateral frontal cortices in the
HIV-infected group (P , 0.03) (Fig. 1).

HIV-Infected Versus HIV-Uninfected
VBM analysis demonstrated that HIV-infected patients

had significant reductions in WM densities in the brainstem and
thalamus compared with the HIV-uninfected group (P , 0.03)
(Fig. 2). No significant tissue density differences in the GM or
CSF maps were detected. DBM analysis did not reveal
significant volumetric differences between the HIV-infected
and HIV-uninfected groups. However, regional patterns of brain
volume loss were similar to those seen with VBM when a more
lenient statistical threshold was used (P , 0.1) (Figure S2,
Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/A969).
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Cortical modeling revealed significant cortical thickness
reductions in the HIV-infected group compared with the
HIV-uninfected group (P , 0.02) (Fig. 3). The most
pronounced reductions were seen bilaterally in the temporal
and frontal lobes and in the right primary motor and sensory
cortex. On the medial surfaces, significant cortical thickness
reductions were seen in the posterior cingulate, orbitofrontal
cortex, and left anterior cingulate.

Nadir CD4
VBM and DBM analysis revealed significant reductions

in WM densities and volumes, respectively, in the brainstem,
globus pallidus, internal capsule, caudate, and right frontal
lobe associated with lower nadir CD4 (P , 0.01). Lower
nadir CD4 was also significantly associated with greater CSF
volume in the third ventricle (Fig. 4A, B). By contrast, nadir
CD4 was not significantly associated with changes in
cortical thickness.

Current CD4
There were no detectable volumetric or cortical thick-

ness changes associated with current CD4. Additional

analysis controlling for historical effects of HIV infection
(ie, nadir CD4) was performed. Similarly, no significant
effects were observed.

Current Plasma Viral Load
Current viral loads and viral suppression status (detect-

able versus undetectable viral loads) were not significantly
correlated with any brain volume or cortical
thickness estimates.

Treatment Effects
No significant differences were observed for regional

brain volume and cortical thickness estimates in treated and
untreated HIV-infected participants. Moreover, no significant
correlations were observed between CPE scores and brain
volumetric measures.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we took advantage of multiple neuro-

imaging methods to investigate the spatial distribution of
cortical and subcortical volume loss in a group of HIV-

TABLE 1. Demographic, Medical, Neuropsychological, and Laboratory Values for All Subjects

HIV Infected, (n = 125) HIV Uninfected, (n = 62) P*

Demographics

Age [mean (SD)], yr 47.2 6 12.2 45.4 6 11.9 0.10

Sex [n (% male)] 80 (64) 34 (55) 0.27

Education [mean (SD)], yr 14.4 6 2.6 14.5 6 2.2 0.25

Ethnicity, n (%) 0.31

African American 84 (67) 38 (62)

Caucasian 41 (33) 24 (38)

Past Substance Use, n (%)†

Marijuana 14 (11) 3 (5) 0.1

Cocaine 4 (3) 0 (0) 0.1

Meth 2 (2) 1 (2) 0.9

Opiates 2 (2) 2 (3) 0.3

Alcohol 10 (8) 3 (5) 0.4

Clinical and Neuropsychological Characteristics

Estimated duration of HIV infection, yr 10.5 6 7.8 NA NA

% receiving HAART 90 NA NA

CPE Score, mean 6 SD 6.70 6 2.85 NA NA

Past hepatitis-C coinfection, n (%) 3 (2) NA NA

Neuropsychological Performance (Rasch Score)‡ 0.14 6 1.19 1.16 6 1.08 , 0.001

Neuropsychological Performance (NPZ-4)‡ 20.85 6 1.27 20.14 6 0.91 , 0.001

Laboratory

Current CD4 (cells/mL), median (IQR) 533 (267–724) NA NA

Nadir CD4 (cells/mL), median (IQR) 189 (40–308) NA NA

Median Log Plasma Viral Load (copies/mL), median
(IQR)

1.31 (1.30–1.94) NA NA

% Virologically Suppressed (,50 copies/mL) 75 NA NA

Bolded values are statistically significant.
*Group comparisons using Student’s t test [age, education, and neuropsychological performance (Rasch score and NPZ-4)], and Fisher’s exact test (sex, ethnicity, and past

substance use).
†History of past substance use based on participant self-report.
‡Higher scores indicate better performance on neuropsychological test.
IQR, interquartile range.
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infected individuals in the HAART era. We observed
significant reductions in cortical thickness throughout the
cortex and WM tissue densities in subcortical structures, and
worse cognitive performance in the HIV-infected cohort.
HIV-infected patients with a history of more severe immu-
nosuppression had significantly smaller subcortical volumes,
but this variable was not related to cortical thickness
reductions. In contrast, worse cognitive performance was
associated with reduced regional cortical thickness but not
subcortical volumes. The results presented provide a detailed
characterization of the pattern and extent of brain injury in
a diverse group of HIV-infected patients.

Patterns of reduced subcortical integrity were observed
in HIV-infected patients compared to a demographically
similar HIV-uninfected group. Most notably, VBM analysis
revealed reductions in WM tissue density in the brainstem
and thalamus. These results are consistent with several
previous studies that have reported volume loss in similar
regions,7,11,13,29,30 including diffusion tensor imaging studies
that show loss of WM integrity in the thalamus and brainstem
of HIV-infected patients.31,32 The findings here support the
hypothesis that subcortical structures are particularly vulner-
able to the virus,33 and add spatial detail regarding the
distribution of atrophy. Although DBM did not reveal any
significant group differences, regional patterns of volumetric
loss similar to those seen with VBM were evident at more
lenient statistical thresholds. This argues that the observed

subcortical differences primarily reflect reductions in WM
tissue density rather than volumetric shrinkage, which implies
that the underlying pathophysiology may particularly target
WM. This also demonstrates the advantage of using VBM
and DBM together.23

While VBM and DBM have the potential to detect
cortical volume changes, variability in cortical folding
patterns may lead to suboptimal spatial normalization,
reducing the statistical power to detect subtle cortical
changes. Cortical modeling overcomes this limitation by
smoothing highly variable cortical folds and using cortical
depth maps to optimally align homologous cortical regions.
Cortical modeling revealed that HIV-infected patients had
thinner cortices in the temporal and frontal lobes on both
hemispheres, right primary motor and sensory cortex, poste-
rior cingulate, orbitofrontal cortex, and left anterior cingulate
cortex. The observed cortical thickness differences support
findings from a limited number of cortical modeling studies
suggesting that HIV infection can lead to significant cortical-
based changes.34–36

The HIV-infected group performed significantly worse
than demographically similar HIV-uninfected individuals on
neuropsychological tests, adding to the growing body of
evidence that suggests HIV-related cognitive impairment
remains frequent despite effective treatment and minimal
comorbidities.1 Regional cortical thickness reductions were
related to poorer neuropsychological performance in the left

FIGURE 1. Reductions in cortical
thickness in HIV-infected patients
were associated with worse neuro-
psychological performance (as in-
dexed by Rasch scoring) in the left
lateral temporal pole, left inferior
occipital, right lateral occipital, and
right inferior lateral frontal cortices.
(Image created with SurfStat http://
www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat/).

FIGURE 2. Axial slices of VBM dif-
ferences in HIV-infected subjects
compared with HIV-uninfected sub-
jects. Reductions in WM were de-
tected in the brainstem and
thalamus (Image created with MRI-
cron http://people.cas.sc.edu/
rorden/mricron/index.html).
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lateral temporal pole, left inferior occipital, right lateral
occipital and right inferior lateral frontal cortices, effects that
presumably reflect the regions engaged by the particular set of
cognitive tests administered. In contrast, subcortical volume
changes were not significantly related to overall performance.
These differential results may reflect the fact that the neuro-
psychological tests that were administered primarily assess
cortical-hemispheric functions and might be less sensitive to
subcortical dysfunction, a priori.

To assess whether brain volume changes were influ-
enced by variables related to the infection, brain volumes
were correlated with nadir CD4, current CD4, viral load, and
CPE measures within the HIV-infected group. VBM and
DBM analysis revealed that HIV-infected patients with
a history of more severe immunosuppression, indexed by
nadir CD4, had significant reductions in WM density and
smaller volumes in the brainstem, thalamus, caudate, puta-
men, globus pallidus, internal capsule and right frontal lobe,

as well as greater enlargement of the third ventricle. This
finding is consistent with the existing literature9,11,37–40

supporting the theory that volume loss, in part, occurs during
the time of untreated infection8,12 suggesting that early
initiation of HAART might be beneficial for long-term brain
integrity. Longitudinal data are required to determine whether
these are static changes, arrested by HAART, or continue to
develop despite HAART.

Interestingly cortical modeling did not reveal any
cortical thickness reductions associated with the severity of
immunosuppression. This confirms, in a much larger sample,
the results of a previous cortical modeling study, which
likewise found no relationship between the cortical thickness
estimates and nadir CD4.35 The differential results argues that
the underlying pathogenesis of injury between subcortical and
cortical structures may be different or progress at different
rates in the presence of the virus.35,41 In particular, cortical
thinning may be secondary to subcortical dysfunction36

FIGURE 3. Cortical modeling
showed significant cortical thickness
reductions in HIV-infected patients
compared with HIV-uninfected par-
ticipants specifically within the right
primary motor and sensory cortex,
lateral temporal and frontal lobes,
and posterior cingulate, orbitofrontal
cortex, and left anterior cingulate.
(Image created with SurfStat http://
www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat/).

FIGURE 4. A, Axial slices of VBM re-
sults show significant WM reductions
in the brainstem, globus pallidus,
internal capsule, caudate, and right
frontal lobe, which were associated
with lower nadir CD4 in HIV-infected
patients. B, Deformation-based mor-
phometry revealed an association
between lower nadir CD4 and
smaller volumes in the brainstem,
thalamus, caudate, putamen, globus
pallidus, and right frontal lobe, and
enlargement of the third ventricle in
HIV-infected patients. (Images cre-
ated with MRIcron http://people.cas.
sc.edu/rorden/mricron/index.html).
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possibly mediated by subcortical WM destruction.35 How-
ever, the underlying pathophysiology of cortical thinning in
HIV-infected patients remains unknown, and should be
addressed in future work.

The association between brain volumes and nadir CD4
reported here add further weight to a considerable body of
existing evidence. However, there is less consensus as to the
relationship between other HIV-related factors (current CD4,
viral load, and treatment status) and brain structural measures.
Inconsistencies likely reflect differences in degree of infection
severity in HIV cohorts, as well as limitations of sample size
and imaging analytic approaches, with most studies relying
on a single method. Here, the large sample with wide variance
in HIV-related variables, and the comprehensive approach to
characterizing regional brain volumes are strengths that allow
the brain volume relations with current CD4, viral load, and
treatment status to be thoroughly explored.

Despite the power afforded by the large sample size,
indices of current infection severity, including current CD4,
viral load, and viral suppression status, were not associated with
subcortical or cortical changes. While a few studies have
reported that increasing viral loads were associated with
decreased caudate, thalamus, frontal and parietal lobe vol-
umes,9,37 accumulating reports in the HAART era have not
detected such relationships7,8,12,34,35,39 suggesting that the use of
blood markers, particularly plasma viral loads, may not be
sensitive enough to monitor brain injury once treatment is
initiated. However, this study may not have detected such
relationships because of the small number of HIV-infected
patients with detectable viral loads (n = 31), with few patients (n
= 9) having high viral loads (.1000 copies/mL). Further studies
are needed to clarify whether plasma viral load relates reliably to
brain integrity in patients with poor control despite HAART.

The effects of HAART on brain integrity were assessed
by comparing brain volume estimates in treated and untreated
HIV-infected patients, and correlating with CPE scores. No
significant differences, or correlations, with any volumetric
measures were revealed. Although this finding is consistent
with previous studies, and suggests that higher penetrating
regimens do not significantly influence brain vol-
umes,7,12,29,39 this study was not designed to determine the
neuro-protective or toxic effects of HAART. The small
untreated group (n = 13) and limited number of regimens
prescribed to most participants (average CPE Score = 6.70 6
2.85) means that this sample is not well suited to address this
question. Studies with larger variability of treatment regimens
would be needed to fully test this hypothesis.

This study has limitations. First, causal inferences
cannot be made based on cross-sectional data. Validation of
these results and unraveling the underlying pathogenesis of
brain dysfunction will require longitudinal studies that track
brain volumes from primary to chronic HIV infection.
Second, recent evidence has found that cardiovascular risk
factors are elevated in HIV-infected patients, particularly
those with longer infection and treatment duration, and were
related to WM damage and cognitive deficits.42 Unfortu-
nately, data on cardiovascular risk factors were not acquired
in this study; so, the possibility of vascular injury causing the
observed changes cannot be fully discounted. Further work is

needed to establish the contribution of vascular injury to brain
structure and function.

In conclusion, this study applied multiple advanced
analytic approaches to explore the spatial distribution of
changes on brain structure in HIV-infected patients in the
HAART era. Significant volume reductions were detected in
the HIV-infected group, primarily in subcortical WM, and
these reductions were associated with previous episodes of
immunosuppression. Regionally specific reductions in corti-
cal thickness were also detected between HIV-infected and
uninfected groups. However, the cortical thickness reductions
were not predicted by nadir CD4. Collectively, the results
reported here suggests that distinct mechanisms may underlie
subcortical and cortical injury, and demonstrates that sub-
cortical injury most likely occurs during the time of untreated
infection suggesting that treatment with HAART as early as
possible might mitigate brain injury. Longitudinal investiga-
tions to confirm these reports are warranted.
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